IEEE INDICON- 2022, the 3-day flagship conference of IEEE India Council, was held at Cochin University of Science & Technology, Cochin in the presence of an eminent group of academician’s dignitaries, delegates, leading lights of the society and various national and international establishments, from November 24 to 27, 2022. The Theme ‘Transformation of Future Through Interdisciplinary Research And Smart Technologies’ was very apt in the age where Artificial Intelligence is beginning to displace knowledge workers and certain skill-based professions. IEEE INDICON, the most prestigious IEEE conferences held annually by India Council was inaugurated on 24th November by Mr. Deepak Mathur, Director Region 10 and VP elect, MGA. Dr. K R Suresh Nair, Chair, IEEE India Council and CEO of Design Alpha delivered the Presidential Address. Sri. Snehil Kumar Singh IAS, Chief Executive Officer of the Kerala IT parks was the guest of honour. Dr. K. N Madhusoodanan, Vice Chancellor of the University. The plenary speaker of the conference was by none other than well-known academician Prof. R K Shivgaonker, Professor Emeritus IIT Bombay who spoke on the “Future of engineering education”.

The Conference saw participation from all premier institutions of India and volunteer leaders and representatives of the IEEE Sections of India. INDICON 2022 had five keynote sessions which saw eminent speakers like Prof. Sanghamitra Bandyopadhyay, Dr. Sudip K. Mazumder, Prof. Shiban K Koul, Emeritus Professor, Dr. Manish Bhide, and Prof. Umesh Bellur. In the Closing Ceremony the Host of INDICON 2023, was announced Hyderabad, India.

Team INDICON 2022- Post Closing Ceremony on 26 November 2022
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